
8/12/13 (1) 1:45 Welcome and Intro
3:25 Making money makes you less than

or takes power out of people's hands
People are in such desperate circumstances.
They don't have time to do a two year program.
Always been promoting Magnesium and Other Minerals
RNA Drops came out of our D-Cell experience.

6:11 Drops have impeccable timing.
Need something simple.
Simple explanation; complicated interactions; great results.

7:23 Why a Health Call?

Radio broadcast is one resource. It's not intended to replace
finding other information, evaluations, etc.

11:40 Tripped in a dark room, broke hip clean through base of femur
Expect a hip replacement with 6 week recovery in rehab
Surgeon astonished. Only 3 pins not hip replacement
Great condition of my bones.
Whatever you've been doing to stay in shape, keep it up.
It was like working on the bones of a 20 year old.
Physical Therapist said that I was her easiest patient.
I'm 60 years old.

15:12

Written in past about daughter dehydrated.

products you can get 700 gr of calcium daily.

and make it available for the bones.
Might be low because you have too much calcium.
Generalized recommendation of Blue Ice.
Heavy sweating and frequent urination. Yes, to Himalayan
Sea Salt. 1/4 tsp in every pint of drinking water.
1/2 your body weight in ounces of water

Mag Calm due to severe constipation.
High protein diet or yeast diets - metabolism of protein
requires more magnesium.
Protein can bind you up.
Dehydration - corners of mouth are splitting
Other minerals come into play and keep hydration up.

2 months. Extreme cramps at night.
Taking out all calcium recommendations in new edition.
Calcium from food. No supplementing.
If you don't eat dairy products, do bone broth.

The Completement Products are safe.

Dr. Macomb's Candida Plan. Detox. Sweats six days per week. 
3 doses ReMag/ReLyte

Suggested ReMag/ReLyte.
Should I be adding calcium and Vit D. She has Celiac Disease.
Don't recommend calcium. A little in ReLyte. In good diet with dairy

5,000 IU is too much Vit D. It's meant to hold on to calcium

In addition to ReMag and ReLyte.

54 years old. No periods for 2 years. ReMag and ReLyte for



You can't get good levels of all minerals with just the sea salt.
Even if you take 1/2 tsp a day it's better than not taking any
at all.

25:38
Products with droppers in them and are afraid that they will
lick the dropper and contaminate the product in the bottle.

Lifted the refrigerator comment even for RNA Drops.
They taste a bit better if refrigerated but don't spoil.
Just tell your people to not lick the droppers.

Everyone is different so judge your own requirements.
Big fan of your two year program.
Taking iodine because your recommended this in your two year
program.

Too much iodine your pulse will speed up.

products fulfills most of your body's needs.
Stop the supplements you don't feel you need. Don't take them
for a couple of weeks. Then, take them again. If you don't feel
different, don't take them.

These are the vitamins that help magnesium absorption.

Maybe doing some brewer's yeast or liver.

If you want to, you can do a food based B complex.
40:20 If you want people not to take vitamins if they don't work, should

people not take RNA Drops when they don't think they work?

Unseen and preventative factors in RNA Drops
People don't know what to anticipate in their biology at the
genetic level.

43:23 We want to be in a situation where we can live in any environment.
Do, eat, think, and drink anything you want to.
We accommodate people as they learn to embrace their
experience.
You have more power in your cells than you currently are
aware of.
Confident in what the formulas do.

45:22 How can a vegetarian acquire calcium if she doesn't eat dairy,
because of rennet, through nuts and dark leafy green vegetables?
Yes, especially if you do green smoothies.
Sunflower seeds, sea salt, and collard greens - high in calcium and

Sea salt instead of ReLyte to save for her daughter.

ReMag - people buying it from me. How important is refrigeration.

No requirement to refrigerate ReMag.

1/2-3/4 tsp twice a day of ReMag
96 doses in a bottle of ReMag at 1/2 tsp twice a day

With ReLyte I don't think you need to take extra.

What we hope is that people will realize that the completement

Put in a couple of methylated Vit Bs on the latest formulation of
ReAline.

Body doesn't like too much Bs and synthetics.

You can get your Bs from ReAline.

Distinction Ginney? Ginney talks about cell signaling.



magnesium. 

equivalent to 300 mg of calcium supplements.
Doesn't need to add yogurt. But the yogurt would be a good
addition. 1 cup is 300-400 mg calcium.
Yogurt every couple of days would be fine.
Vegetarianism doesn't insure you are getting magnesium.
140 oz green drinks. Just because it's green, doesn't mean there
is enough magnesium.
Magnesium isn't in the soil; it's not in the plants.
Maybe the collards might not have enough magnesium.

Nuts and seeds and some yogurt.
50:45

I'd look at yeast overgrowth.
I'd also do a trial of avoiding the night shade plants.
RNA Drops are going to make perfect cells.

Body doesn't attack itself when its healthy.
Magnesium and clay baths for detoxification.

53:02

54:24 How will RNA Drops work on Hepatitis C?
Blood transfusions and used to be incurable.
No Hepatitis testimonials yet.
RNA Drops makes perfect cells. A perfect liver cell is not going to
allow the Hep C virus live in it. So, we hope for the best for it.
No reason why people's livers can't be rebuilt since hearts have
been.
Free mini bottle with shipping and handling so they get a sense
of how it works.

Soak the seeds overnight to make nutrients more bioavailable.
ReLyte has 30 mg of calcium but it absorbs 100%. Could be

That's when you take ReMag and ReLyte.

I have an autoimmune disease called psoriatic arthritis?

ReAline will help detoxify cells.
ReMag and ReLyte will build better structure of joints.

Indepth discussion of Sheila Kern's labyrinth painting on 
Wednesday Show on achieveradio.com with Bart.
2:00 edt; 11:00 a.m. pdt
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